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BIOGRAPHICAL NOTE


Lt. Kirkpatrick was the first airman to fly up Gastineau Channel. His airplane, first sighted over Thane around 2:30 p.m. Aug. 16, 1920, flew over Front Street, Main Street, the Courthouse Building and up the Channel. A package containing the first copy of the New York Times to arrive in Alaska via airmail was dropped on the roof of the Brunswick Hotel. A letter of thanks from Governor Thomas Riggs, Jr. is included in this collection.

Lt. Kirkpatrick was granted his request for discharge from the Army in 1922. In 1929 he was posthumously awarded the Distinguished Flying Cross for his historic flight. He was married to Marie Pendleton.

SCOPE AND CONTENTS NOTE


INVENTORY

1  [Pilots standing in front of airplanes]
2  [Airplane flying over small village]
3  [Airplanes lined up]
4  [Unidentified man, Lt. C.C. Nutt, C.E. Crumrine, Ross Kirkpatrick, unidentified man]
5  [Ross Kirkpatrick standing by airplane]
6  [Sgt. James D. Long and Lt. C.E. Crumrine (?) standing by airplane.
7  [Pilot on top of airplane, well-dressed men and women standing by airplane]
8  [C.E. Crumrine and E.H. Nelson standing in front of airplane]
9  [Nelson and Crumrine alongside Black Wolf Squadron airplane]
10 [Black Wolf Squadron airplane]
11 [Crowd standing by airplane]
12  [E.H. Nelson sitting by Black Wolf Squadron airplane]
13  [People standing by tail of Black Wolf airplane]
14  [Pilot standing by tail of Black Wolf airplane]
15  [Two Black wolf airplanes]
16  [Men working on airairplane]
17  [Crowd standing in open field]
18  [Two airplanes on field]
19  [Airplanes on filed]
20  [Airplane, propeller in motion, on field]
21  [Captain Streett]
22  [Long and Crumrine standing by Black Wolf airplane)
23  [Unidentified street scene]
24  [Men & women near airplane]
25  [Nutt - portrait]
26  [Unidentified man on airplane]
27  [Man and Black Wolf squadron airplane in field]
28  [Airplane in field]
29  [Airplanes in front of buildings]
30  [Men standing near airplanes in field]
31  [Man checking propeller of airplane]
32  [Lt. Crumrine, wearing fur parka, and Sgt. Long, standing in front of airplane.]
33  [Tents set up in Jasper Park, Alberta, Canada]
34  [View of mountains, Jasper Park, Alberta, Canada]
35  [Airplanes in field. Jasper Park, Alberta, Canada] 35 a, b similar views.
36  [Jasper Park. Automobile and gas tanks in open field, mountains in background].
37  [Jasper Park. Airplanes on field. Mountains in background]
38  [Jasper Park. Tents in field. Mountains in background]
39  [Jasper Park, scenics]
40  [Jasper Park. Automobile, tents and American flag in open field. ]
41  [Lt. C.C. Nutt standing by cockpit of airplane KITTIE IV)
42  [Man in rear pit of airplane]
44  [Airplane hanger. Grand Rapids, Michigan]
45  [Field at Hazelton, B.C.]
46  [Field at Hazelton, B.C.]
47  [Siwash Indians sitting in field, Hazelton, B.C.]
48  [Natives on horse drawn cart]
49  [Airplane in hanger]
50  [Men refueling airplane]
51  [Royal Canadian Policeman]
52  [Suspension bridge. Hazelton, B.C.]
53  [Place G-CAA 1 Edmonton, Alberta]
54  [Three men standing in front of propeller of airplane]
55  [Royal Northwest Mounted Police standing in front of airplane]
56  Similar to view 55
57  [Aerial view of unidentified village]
58  [Three tents in a field]
59  [Airplanes in a field with automobile and buildings in view]
60  [Airplane in field men by wing.] (Double exposure)
61  Jasper Park, Alberta, Canada [Scenic view]
62  [Jasper Park, Alberta, Canada [Main street]
63  [Men and vehicles in a field]
64  [Gas can burning]
65  Royal Northwestern Mounted Police, Prince George, B.C.
66  [Man standing near a porcupine]
67  [Two pilots standing by lower left wing of airplane]
68  [Ruby, Alaska, Aerial view]
69  [Boat on sandbar on Yukon River, near Ruby, Alaska]
70  [Two men beside boat on sandbar on Yukon River near Ruby, Alaska]
71  Mayor Grant of Wrangel, Alaska.
72  [Natives looking at airplane]
73  [Natives looking at airplane]
74  Fort Davis, Nome, Alaska [Crowd standing by airplanes]
75  [Close up of two airplanes, Ft. Davis, Nome, Alaska]
76  Same as #4
77  [Close up of Caribou walking over snow]
78  [Caribou herd]
79  [Caribou herd]
80  [Close up of caribou]
81  [Aerial view of Arctic sunset]
82  Canadian Souvenir Post Card, Yukon Automobiles.
84 [Portrait, Ross Kirkpatrick(?)]
85 [Portrait, Ross Kirkpatrick (?) in uniform]
86 [Ross Kirkpatrick, Sgt. English and two other men standing near airplane inside hangar]
87 [Ross Kirkpatrick in cockpit of airplane. Another pilot climbing into rear pit] Movie camera affixed to plane
88 [Four airplanes in open field. Automobiles and buildings in view]
89 [Man with hand on propeller of small airplane]
90 [Unidentified airplane-front view]
91 [Unidentified airplane-side view]
92 [Unidentified airplane - view from tail]
93 [Man standing by cockpit of airplane]
95 News clip photo Lt. Ross Kirkpatrick with brigadier General William Mitchell and Secretary of War Crowell.
96-102 Newspaper clippings, correspondence, certificates, and biographical information
103 [Crowd bids farewell to Capt. Streett]
104 [Lt. Crumrine and Sgt. Long in front of their airplane]
105 [Woman and 4 children standing by airplane]
106 [Crowd watching Black Wolf Squadron departure]
107 [Captain Streett taking a last look at his machine before leaving]
109 [Squad coming down to the field, preparing for departure]
110 [Natives standing in front of airplane #3]
111  [Natives standing in front of airplane]
112  [Crowd standing by airplane]
113  [Airplane ready for take-off]
114  [Six people standing by wing of airplane. Tarp covers propeller]
115  [Lt. H. Nelson and others are greeted by a crowd and dogs]
116  [Airplane taking off, airborne, man on ground watches.]
117  [Small group of men and women stand near front of airplane]
118  Two Nome Eskimos with member of Black Wolf Squadron.
119  Black Wolf Squadron, Nome, 1920 [group of people, foreground, waving at airplane in air above them]. Blurred image.
121  Eddy Davis and one of airplanes of Black Wolf Squadron, 1920.